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Flash News Update [Earnings Update to Follow]
On Mar 20, 2013, FedEx reported 3Q13 results, ending Feb 28.
Quarterly adjusted earnings of $1.23 per share missed the Zacks Consensus Estimate of $1.38 and
decreased from the year-ago earnings of $1.55. Results were impacted by softness in the international
air freight markets, industry overcapacity that resulted in low yields as well as inexpensive services
chosen by customers.
Total revenue for 3Q13 climbed 4% year over year to $10.95 billion, and surpassed the Zacks
Consensus Estimate of $10.83 billion.
Segment Results
Quarterly revenues at FedEx Express were $6.70 billion, up 2% year over year. The growth was driven
by acquisitions and growth in FedEx Trade Networks, offset by a drop in the core express revenues.
Operating income was down 66% year over year at $118.0 million, resulting in an operating margin of
1.8%, down 350 bps from 5.3% in the year-ago quarter. The negative impact of lower volumes due to
demand shift toward international services with lower profitability continues to affect the segment s
operating income. In addition, lesser number of operating days, higher depreciation and pension
expenses also aggravated the decline.
The FedEx International Priority (IP) average daily package volume increased 8% for the quarter, while
revenue per package (yield) decreased 4% due to the unfavorable impact of lower rates. The U.S.
domestic revenue per package rose 1% year over year supported by 1% growth in the U.S. domestic
average daily package volume. The revenue growth was primarily attributable to higher freight rates that
offset lower fuel surcharges.
FedEx Ground revenues increased 11% year over year to $2.74 billion attributable to volume growth.
Although operating income remained flat year over year at $467 million, operating margin dropped 180
bps to 17.0%. The growth on higher volumes was negated by higher purchased transportation expenses
and steeper network expansion costs.
FedEx Ground average daily package volume increased 10% driven by growth in B2B and FedEx Home
Delivery services. Revenue per package grew 1% on increased freight rates and a hike in residential
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surcharges. FedEx SmartPost average daily volume expanded 26% on increased e-commerce and net
revenue per package decreased 1% because of higher postal rates.
FedEx Freight revenues remained unchanged from the prior-year quarter at $1.23 billion, reflecting
growth of 2% in LTL (less-than-truckload) yield and 1% hike in average daily LTL shipments. FedEx
Freight recorded an operating income of $4 million compared to a loss of $1 million in the last-year
quarter. The growth was powered by higher yield, volume and operational efficiencies. Operating margin
was 0.3%.
FedEx Services revenues fell 5% year over year to $380.0 million in the third quarter.
Liquidity
FedEx exited the third quarter with cash and cash equivalents of $3.37 billion compared with $2.84
billion at the end of fiscal 2012. Long-term debt stood at $1.99 billion compared with $1.25 billion at the
end of fiscal 2012. Capital expenditure amounted to $542.0 million compared with $729.0 million in third
quarter fiscal 2012.
Guidance
For 4Q13, FedEx projected adjusted earnings per share in the range of $1.90 to $2.10. For fiscal 2013,
the company guides its earnings per share in the range of $6.00 to $6.20. The company s capital
expenditure guidance is pegged at $3.6 billion, lower than $3.9 billion projected earlier.
In addition, the company expects to incur expenses under its voluntary buyout program. The company
expects pre-tax expenses under this voluntary buyout program to range between approximately $450
million and $550 million, or $0.89 to $1.09 per diluted share.
MORE DETAILS WILL COME IN THE IMMINENT EDITIONS OF ZACKS RD REPORTS ON FDX.

Portfolio Manager Executive Summary [Note: Only highlighted material has been
changed]
FedEx Corp. (FDX or the company) provides a portfolio of transportation, e-commerce, and business
services under the FedEx brand. The company operates in four segments: FedEx Express, FedEx
Ground, FedEx Freight, and FedEx Services.
Of the 22 firms covering the stock, 16 assigned positive ratings, 6 provided neutral ratings, and none
rendered a negative rating. The target prices range from $93.00 to $125.00, with the average being
$111.53. The firms expect a return of 8.3% from the current price.

The following is a summarized opinion of the diverse brokerage viewpoints:
Bulls: Buy or equivalent outlook (16/22 firms): These firms remain positive over the company s longterm profitability target. They believe that the company remains well positioned in the global market
given its widespread Express network and expansion into new markets. Further, in the domestic
market, the company is benefiting from the accelerated growth in its ground business. The company is
also utilizing its network to build a position as a leading LTL (less-than-truckload) freight carrier. FedEx
has also incorporated profitability enhancement programs through accelerated investment in fleet
modernization and network adjustment so as to match current demand levels. The firms believe that
with the gradual improvements in the global economy, the company will experience significant earnings
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momentum driven by solid long-term growth opportunities and improving service efficiency. Further,
these firms are encouraged by the company s shareholders return. FedEx has significantly improved
its financial condition and paid regular dividends since 2002. Following this trend, the company s
dividend payments have registered an average growth of 12% annually.
Cautious: Neutral or equivalent outlook (6/22 firms): Despite strong growth prospects, these firms
believe that the global economic environment impacted by European debt crisis, and slump in Asian
growth would be detrimental to the company s demand function. As a result, the company is seeing a
demand shift from premium services to deferred services within the Express segment, ultimately
impacting operating margins negatively. Further, factors like rise in pension and depreciation expenses
are also expected to weigh on earnings in FY13.

The firms believe that the following additional factors should also be taken into consideration for
investment in the stock:
FedEx Corp. is the largest cargo airline in the world and the largest airfreight player in both the
U.S. and Asia.
The company owns planes, terminals, trucks, trailers, sorting equipment, and information
technology worth billions of dollars. It leases several billions of dollars of those assets. This
serves as a barrier to entry for competitors.
FedEx Corp. s main competitors are United Parcel services (UPS) and U.S. Postal Services.
DHL s exit from the U.S. market has been a tailwind for the company, as the majority of new
express business earned from former DHL customers was booked at higher yields than FDX s
existing book of business.
The integration of FedEx Freight and FedEx National (Less-Than-Truckload) LTL operations
into a new unit FedEx Freight has effectively returned the segment s profitability.
FedEx is committed to its shareholders with regard to dividend payments and share buybacks.
For FY12, the company raised its annual dividend by 8.0% to $0.52 per share. In June 2012,
the company raised its annual dividend to $0.56 per share, representing the ninth dividend hike
since the initiation of its dividend payout in FY02.
For FY13, the company expects capital expenditure to be approximately $3.9 billion, down from
$4.0 billion in FY12 given fewer aircraft deliveries. The company expects 46.0% of its capex to
be dedicated to growth initiatives and 54.0% to existing operations. It expects $1.3 billion in
investments for delivery of aircraft and advance payments toward future aircraft deliveries.

General Outlook
FedEx will generate strong results across all segments. The firms believe that the future of FedEx
largely hinges on its Express segment, which is being impacted by weak Asian and European demand.
Freight segment has turned around and returned to profitability from the integration of FedEx Freight
and FedEx National LTL operations. FedEx Ground continues to grow on strong yields, volume
expansion and cost management.
According to the Zacks Digest model, operating income at Express and Ground are expected to
increase at compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) (2012-2015) of 15.9% and 8.0%, respectively.
FedEx Freight operating income is expected to increase at CAGR (2012-2015) of 41.0%.
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Overview [Note: Only highlighted material has been changed]
Based in Memphis, TN, FedEx Corporation (FDX or the company) is a global provider of transportation,
e-commerce, and supply chain management services. It offers a wide range of services and integrated
business applications through a network of operating companies competing collectively and managing
collaboratively. The company reports in four business segments: FedEx Express, FedEx Ground,
FedEx Freight, and FedEx Services. Its large sources of revenue and earnings are the Express and
Ground divisions, which provide small package and parcel delivery in the U.S. and globally. The Freight
division provides regional and national less-than-truckload services throughout the U.S. and Canada.
The Services division includes FedEx Office (formerly Kinko's), Global Supply Chain services, as well
as providing other divisions with sales, marketing and information technology support.

The firms identified the following factors for evaluating the investment merits of FDX:
Key Positive Arguments
Sustainable Leadership Position: FedEx's scale
and infrastructure positions the company to enjoy
long-term leadership in global transportation and
logistics.
FedEx Freight Growth: FedEx Freight is poised to
benefit from the rebound in regional LTL freight and
steadily steal significant market share in long-haul
LTL freight as it continues to build out its
infrastructure.
Domestic Growth: The company continues to
grow its market share in Ground through the use of
owner-operators as drivers.
International Growth: Strong international growth
could offset the slowing domestic volume growth.
The U.S. Mail contracts are growing and there is
long-term growth potential in China.

Key Negative Arguments
Highly Competitive Markets: Global transportation
and logistics are highly competitive areas, subject to
price competition and margin pressure.
Rising Capex: The rising capex due to further
expansion of FDX s global network, acquisitions, and
fleet upgrading will temper the short-term
performance.
Domestic Express Market: Growth potential is
constrained in FDX's largest segment, Domestic
Express, due to the increasing reliability of timedefinite Ground alternatives. Further, rising fuel
surcharges will make the Domestic Express offering
less price competitive.
FedEx Ground Operations: FedEx Ground relies on
owner-operators to conduct its operations, and the
status of these owner-operators as independent
contractors, rather than employees, is being
challenged.

Further information is available at its website: www.fedex.com.
Note: FedEx Corp. s fiscal year ends on May 31.
February 25, 2013

Long-Term Growth [Note: Only highlighted material has been changed]
FedEx operates in the airfreight and package delivery industry, competing against United Parcel, the
U.S. Postal Service, and other shipping and delivery companies, both domestic and overseas. The
company operates the second-largest domestic ground package delivery network, the largest regional
less-than-truckload provider, and a leading document services company. The firms believe this portfolio
will enable FDX to deepen its existing client relationships, expand its client base, and achieve marketleading growth rates in the long term.
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The firms expect strong domestic parcel yield trends that would continue for both Ground and Express
over the next few years. The firms also believe that the competitive dynamics of the domestic parcel
pricing has improved in this cycle as opposed to the last. This is due to DHL's withdrawal in 2009, the
U.S. Postal Service s ongoing solvency concerns and reductions in service, and both UPS and FedEx
emphasis on improving margins in domestic offerings.
The firms believe several initiatives such as diligent cost control, aggressive yield strategy and strategic
investments in innovative technology will result in significant margin expansion, increased cash flow
generation, and earnings acceleration for future years.
Further, FedEx projected a $1.7 billion annual profit plan over the next four years and expects to see
the benefits beginning in FY14. The majority of the profit improvement will be derived from FedEx
Express, in which the company targets $1.6 in billion annual profits.
Of $1.6 billion annual profits, $400 million is expected out of staff and process reductions. Management
expects 75% of the $400 million in staff and processes reduction to come from headcount reductions.
Rest $300 million will come from aircraft fleet modernization, $350 million from the U.S. domestic
transformation, $350 million, in international improvement and $150 million in growth and yield
management. The additional $100 million will come out of the Freight and Services segments staff and
processes.
Going forward, the company also targets 30.0% improvement in fuel efficiency of its fleet by 2020. The
company raised the fuel efficiency standard by approximately 50.0% from the previous 20.0% target set
in 2008 that it has already been accomplished.
FedEx is boosting its international business by heavy investments to enhance existing routes and make
strategic acquisitions. The company is building a new hub in Guangzhou, China, for catering to100 new
Chinese cities within the next five years. As for acquisitions, the company completed the take over of
Polish courier company Opek Sp. z o.o. on June 13, 2012 for $54 million and French B2B Express
transportation company, TATEX on July 3, 2012 for $55 million. Following this, the company acquired
Rapidão Cometa, a Brazilian transportation and logistics company on July 4, 2012 for $398 in cash.
The investment in acquisitions are expected to produce greater operational efficiencies, providing a
competitive edge, generating significant long-term synergies, supporting international business growth,
and driving higher profitability.
At FedEx Express, the company is realigning its network capacity to match weak international volumes
due to the drop in Asian demand. FedEx is taking several initiatives including reducing flights and
frequencies as well as redeploying equipment in other networks to reduce costs. FedEx will purchase
19 more Boeing 767 aircraft. FedEx expects the delivery of these aircraft from FY15 through FY19.
These new flights are expected to benefit cost structure by replacing the old fleet of MD-10 and A31200 aircraft. The 767 Boeing will provide similar capacity compared to MD10 with 20% and 30%
reductions in operating cost and fuel cost, respectively. Further, the new planes will add cost efficiency
by exchanging equipment like spare parts, tooling and flight simulators with the existing Boeing 757
Fleet. The purchase of the new flights is in addition to the previously announced plans of buying 27
Boeing 767-300 freighter planes to replace the old MD10s. The first aircraft is expected to arrive in
2014, with six additional planes per year from FY15 FY18. Additionally, FedEx delayed the delivery of
eleven 777 freighter aircraft that were scheduled to be delivered between FY13 through FY18. We
believe the delayed deliveries would help better utilization of MD-11 fleet on international flights and
lower overall cost and investment.
According to the firms, FedEx Ground is the biggest contributor to earnings and continues to be the
fastest growing segment. The company is also seeking productivity enhancements in this segment with
automation of the planning and execution of free load and pickup and delivery processes. FedEx
Freight, which is in the early stages of a turnaround, would also become a meaningful contributor to
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earnings within the next two years. In this Freight segment, management expects to further invest in
technology to upgrade network and equipment and automation planning to enhance customer service
levels.
February 25, 2013

Target Price/Valuation [Note: Only highlighted material has been changed]
Provided below is a summary of target price/valuation:
Rating Distribution
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Avg. Target Price
Max. Target Price
Min. Target Price
Average upside from current
No. of firms giving target
price/Total

72.7%
27.3%
0.0%
$111.53
$125.00
$93.00
8.3%
19/22

Risks to the target price include slowdown in the U.S. and global economy, increasing barriers to global
trade, sharply rising fuel prices, price competition, increasing union pressure on the company's Ground
and Express employees, change in status under Railway Labor Act (RLA), and competitive pressure
from the U.S. Postal Service.

Recent Events [Note: Only highlighted material has been changed]
On Feb 19, 2013, FedEx launched a new business tool to aid e-commerce customers in their shipping
process. The new system fedex.com Integration Manager is a Web-based tool that connects with
e-commerce platforms.
On Nov 30, 2012, FedEx announced raising shipping rates for FedEx Ground and FedEx Home
Delivery by 4.9%, effective Jan 7, 2013.
On Dec 19, 2012, FedEx reported its 2Q13 earnings results. Highlights are as follows:
Total revenue increased 5% year over year to $11.1 billion
Pro forma earnings per share (EPS) decreased 12% year over year to $1.39
On Oct 9, 2012, FedEx announced its target to achieve annual profitability improvement of $1.7 by the
end of FY16. Although no broad-based plan has yet been declared, it is expected that the company s
profit enhancement is broadly based on cost improvements.
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Revenue [Note: Only highlighted material has been changed]
According to the company s press release and Zacks Digest model, total revenue increased 4.9% year
over year to $11,107.0 million in 2Q13. The year-over-year improvement was attributable to continued
improvement in FedEx Ground, healthy performance by FedEx Freight and strong yield (pricing)
initiatives across all segments.
Provided below is a summary of total revenue as compiled by Zacks Digest:
Total
Revenue ($
in million)
Zacks
Consensus
Digest
High
Digest Low
Digest
Average
Y/Y Growth
Q/Q
Growth

2Q12A

FY12A

1Q13A

2Q13A

3Q13E

FY13E

FY14E

FY15E

$10,835.0

$44,212.0

$46,842.0

$10,587.0

$42,680.0

$10,792.5

$11,107.0

$11,238.0

$44,737.0

$48,931.0

$51,112.0

$10,587.0

$42,680.0

$10,792.0

$11,107.0

$10,418.0

$43,454.0

$44,661.0

$47,705.0

$10,587.0

$42,680.0

$10,792.0

$11,107.0

$10,808.4

$44,128.6

$46,661.4

$49,103.7

9.9%

8.6%

2.6%

4.9%

2.3%

3.4%

5.7%

5.2%

-2.0%

2.9%

-2.7%

0.6%

Provided below is a summary of segments as compiled by Zacks Digest:
Segment
Revenue
($ in million)
Express
Revenue
As % of Total
Revenue
Ground
Revenue
As % of Total
Revenue
Freight
Revenue
As % of Total
Revenue
Fed Ex
Services
As % of Total
Revenue
Inter Segment
Eliminations
As % of Total
Revenue
Total Revenue

2Q12A

FY12A

1Q13A

2Q13A

3Q13E

FY13E

FY14E

FY15E

$6,583.0

$26,515.0

$6,632.0

$6,858.0

$6,596.8

$26,996.3

$28,035.6

$29,445.9

62.2%

62.1%

61.5%

61.7%

61.0%

61.2%

60.1%

60.0%

$2,339.0

$9,572.9

$2,462.0

$2,592.6

$2,656.0

$10,400.4

$11,247.7

$11,930.2

22.1%

22.4%

22.8%

23.3%

24.6%

23.6%

24.1%

24.3%

$1,325.0

$5,282.0

$1,399.0

$1,376.8

$1,246.9

$5,489.3

$5,783.0

$6,223.4

12.5%

12.4%

13.0%

12.4%

11.5%

12.4%

12.4%

12.7%

$427.0

$1,671.0

$389.0

$405.0

$394.3

$1,620.0

$1,678.3

$1,660.0

4.0%

3.9%

3.6%

3.6%

3.6%

3.7%

3.6%

3.4%

($87.0)

($361.0)

($90.0)

($126.0)

($103.6)

($399.2)

($389.3)

($419.0)

-0.8%

-0.8%

-0.8%

-1.1%

-1.0%

-0.9%

-0.8%

-0.9%

$10,587.0

$42,680.0

$10,792.0

$11,107.0

$10,808.4

$44,128.6

$46,661.4

$49,103.7
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The segment details, as per the Zacks Digest model, are as follows:
FedEx Express (61.7% of 2Q13 Revenues)
Revenue increased 4.2% year over year to $6,858.0 million in 2Q13. The growth was attributable to
acquisition synergies, higher U.S. domestic package yield, growth in freight forwarding business, and
higher international export package volumes.
The U.S. domestic revenue per package (yield) rose 1.3% year over year despite a 2.1% decline in
the U.S. domestic average daily package volume. FedEx International Priority (IP) average daily
package volume grew 3.2% year over year and IP freight revenue per package decreased 4.5% year
over year.
Outlook
For FY13, management expects Express revenues to grow aided by increased international services
and higher yields across all services as the company focuses on various yield management programs.
However, management foresees subdued revenue performance in U.S. domestic package due to
volume declines in FY13.
The firms expect demand shift to negatively affect domestic express results. Apart from the sluggish
economy that has brought down market demand, factors like global sales mix shift from priority to
deferred shipments also remain detrimental. Further, demand shift from Express to Ground deliveries to
reduce shipping cost also contribute adversely to the company s Express segment.
The firms believe FedEx' international express service has been growing in excess of 10% per annum
and accounts for nearly 30% of total sales. FedEx has invested heavily to build its network and
capitalize on the growth of international trade. The Asia-Pacific region remains a key area of future
growth, as the firms estimate intra-Asia volume to grow approximately 8%-10% in the near term. By
investing internationally and having greater access to key regions, the firms consider FedEx to have an
edge over many of its competitors.
FedEx Ground (23.3% of 2Q13 Revenue)
In 2Q13, revenue increased 10.8% year over year to $2,592.6 million attributable to yield and volume
growth at FedEx Ground as well as FedEx SmartPost. FedEx Ground average daily package volume
increased 7.6% year over year and yield grew 2.2% year over year.
Outlook
The firms are encouraged by Ground s competitive offerings and believe the segment is well positioned
to benefit from the e-commerce sector given its product offering (SmartPost for light-weight non-time
sensitive goods and Home Delivery for day-definite moves). They expect Ground to continue to deliver
above market growth as the company leverages its domestic and global capabilities through market
share gains. The firms believe that as home delivery has become a fully integrated service in FedEx's
existing network, volume growth is likely to continue in the near term. However, the firms on the
cautious side believe that market for Ground business is mature and, therefore, market share gains in
this business could be at a slower rate compared to previous years.
FedEx Freight (12.4% of 2Q13 Revenue)
Revenue increased 3.9% year over year to $1,376.8 million in 2Q13, driven by higher average LTL
shipments and yields. LTL shipments benefited from market share gains on higher demand from
customers for affordable services by FedEx.
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Outlook
At Freight, management expects FY13 revenues to improve aided by yield and volume growth.
Further, management expects to invest in technology to upgrade network and equipment and
automation planning to enhance customer service levels in this segment. On the flip side, management
expects demand shift from premium to deferred products to continue, due to the current economic
volatilities.
FedEx Services (3.6% of 2Q13 Revenue)
Revenue declined 5.2% year over year to $405.0 million in 2Q13.

Provided below is a graphical representation of segmental revenue:
2012A Revenue Segments

12%

2013E Revenue Segments

4%

12%

Express Revenue

4%
Express Revenue

Ground Revenue
22%
62%

Freight Revenue

Ground Revenue
23%

Freight Revenue

61%

Fed Ex Services

Fed Ex Services

2014E Revenue Segments

12%

2015E Revenue Segments

4%
Express Revenue

13%

3%
Express Revenue

Ground Revenue
24%

60%

Freight Revenue
Fed Ex Services

Ground Revenue
24%

60%

Freight Revenue
Fed Ex Services

Outlook
For CY13, management expects the U.S. GDP and industrial productions growth is expected to be
1.9% and 2.4%, respectively. In Nov 2012, the company increased its shipping rates by 4.9% for FedEx
Ground and FedEx Home Delivery shipments. It also raised shipping rates by 3.9% for FedEx Express
covering U.S. domestic, U.S. export and import services back in September. The rates of FedEx
SmartPost are also expected to change in the near future.
FedEx is expanding its services across U.S., Canada and Mexico. Through on-going expansion plans
the company aims to tap a potential business opportunity in NAFTA (North American Free Trade
Zacks Investment Research
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agreement) markets. The company is expanding its Priority next-day services in FedEx Freight
segments by opening new service centre in Rochester, New York. The new service centre will cater to
13 U.S. and Canadian markets dealing in cross border shipments to and from Toronto and Montreal.
In Mexico the company added two new service centers with one each in Culiacán and Silao. By
introducing these two centers FedEx would strengthen its freight network in northwestern and north
central part of Mexico.
The firms remain encouraged by the European Union s announcement to pursue a Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership that will likely remain accretive for FedEx by liberalizing free trade
agreements across the Atlantic Ocean. The firms believe that near-term volume growth will be aided by
FedEx Trade Networks (freight forwarding), SmartPost, Ground, and International Express (both
Priority and Economy). The firms expect that global freight volume should increase aiding revenue
growth for the company. Given FedEx's strong foothold in parcel industry, the firms believe the
company will largely benefit from positive trends like increase in globalization, supply chain dynamics,
and demand for integrated logistics solutions. The firms expect management to aggressively follow
restructuring efforts at Express, Ground and Freight with more emphasis on network realignment at
Express.
Please refer to the Zacks Research Digest spreadsheet on FDX for specific revenue estimates.

Margins [Note: Only highlighted material has been changed]
According to the Zacks Digest model, operating income decreased 7.9% year over year to $718.0
million in 2Q13. Operating margin deteriorated 90 bps year over year to 6.5%.
The Zacks Digest operating expense increased 5.9% year over year to $10,389.0 million and fuel
expenses were up 2.9% year over year to $1,235.0 million in 2Q13.

Provided below is a summary of margins as compiled by Zacks Digest:
Margins
Operating
Pre-Tax
Net

2Q12A

FY12A

1Q13A

2Q13A

3Q13E

FY13E

FY14E

FY15E

7.4%

7.6%

6.9%

6.5%

6.6%

7.4%

8.6%

9.7%

7.3%

7.5%

6.7%

6.2%

6.3%

7.2%

8.4%

9.4%

4.7%

4.9%

4.3%

3.9%

4.0%

4.5%

5.3%

5.9%

The segment details, as per the Zacks Digest model, are as follows:
FedEx Express
Operating income decreased 32.7% year over year to $230.0 million in 2Q13, resulting in an operating
margin of 3.4%, down 180 bps year over year. The decline was due to a decline in U.S. domestic
package volumes, demand shift toward lower yielding International economy services and higher
depreciation and employee benefit expenses.
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Outlook
The company expects an uptick in global trade in FY13 from low to mid single digit range. International
profit improvement plan is expected to garner $350 million in cost savings through a combination of
high-yielding International Priority service, increased asset utilization of the air network; expanding
freight-forwarding capabilities and infrastructure capabilities in Europe, and completing the integration
of five acquisitions. Currently, health care and critical inventory logistics are the emerging markets for
expanding the company s international priority business.

Provided below is a summary of segmental operating income as compiled by Zacks Digest:
Operating Income ($
in million)
Express Operating
Income
Ground Operating
Income
Freight Operating
Income
Total Operating
Income

2Q12A

FY12A

1Q13A

2Q13A

3Q13E

FY13E

FY14E

FY15E

$342.0

$1,309.7

$207.0

$230.0

$199.0

$1,063.2

$1,470.4

$2,040.9

$398.0

$1,763.9

$445.0

$412.0

$464.4

$1,858.4

$2,110.8

$2,223.0

$40.0

$162.0

$90.0

$76.0

$47.4

$312.7

$380.5

$453.7

$780.0

$3,253.9

$742.2

$718.0

$709.6

$3,256.5

$4,031.5

$4,739.4

FedEx Ground
Operating income increased 3.5% year over year to $412.0 million in 2Q13 driven by volume and yield
growth offset by network expansion costs that dragged operating margin of 15.9%, down 110 bps year
over year.
Outlook
Management expects to expand network capacity at Ground by 45% beginning FY13 through FY18 in
order to support market demand. In FY13, management expects continued growth in operating income
in Ground business due to volume and yield increases, followed by productivity enhancements like
automation of the planning and execution of free load and pickup and delivery processes.
The firms on the cautious side expect that Ground operating income may face near-term headwinds
such as weaker domestic economy, aggressive pricing policies impacting demand and increasing
market competition.
FedEx Freight
The segment operating profit improved 90.0% to $76.0 million from $40.0 million in 2Q12. Operating
margin was 5.5%, up 250 bps year over year. Strong performance was driven by operational efficiency
from the combination of FedEx Freight and FedEx National LTL operations.
Outlook
Management expects profitability of the segment to continue to improve in FY13 based on volume and
yield improvements, followed by network changes to improve operating efficiency. Management
expects to further invest in technology to upgrade network and equipment and automation planning to
enhance customer service levels during FY13.
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The firms remain encouraged by the company s restructuring efforts at the Freight segment that
improved its profitability through the low-cost model. The firms believe that FedEx initiatives enable it to
compete in more attractive regional LTL markets and benefit from higher margin gains.

Outlook
Management expects pre-tax expenses under the voluntary buyout program are expected to weigh on
EPS in FY13. In 4Q13, the company is expected to incur charges of $550-$650 million from the
previously announced voluntary employee buyout initiative. Depreciation expenses are also expected
to increase in FY13 due to shortened service life of some aircraft.
Management expects to enhance operational efficiency through network realignment to match current
demand levels. Apart from retiring 24 aircraft in FY12 at FedEx Express in order to shed older fleet
engaged in the U.S domestic services, the company seeks to update its FedEx Express fleet by
deploying new carriers. The company expects these new aircraft to increase more fuel efficiency that
will remain accretive to the Express margin. Management expects effective tax rate to range between
37%-38% in FY13.
The firms believe that owing to current demand trends the company s recent progress made toward
achieving the long-term goal of 10% margins improvement will experience hurdles in FY13 before
picking up substantially in FY14. The firms believe the company can improve its cost structure by
cutting down on headcount. The process can be facilitated through retirement and voluntary buyout
plan. The firms believe that the company would benefit from improved asset utilization. FedEx has
gained significantly from its Ground that benefited from restructured LTL business. Further, potential
restructuring at Express is also expected to bode well for FedEx operating efficiencies. Although the
firms expect Express margins to contract till 3Q13, it would start benefiting from restructuring by 4Q13
and experience meaningful cost savings in FY14.
Brokerage the firms expect fuel cost to decrease versus an increase in revenue in FY13 (negative 3.0%
versus 3.4%). The fuel cost is expected to increase at a slower pace versus an increase in revenue in
FY14 (2.1% versus 5.7%) and FY15 (4.5% versus 5.2%). This accounts for accelerating margins in
FY13, FY14 and FY15.
Similarly, total operating expenses are expected to increase at a slower pace versus an increase in
revenue in FY13 (0.4% versus 3.4%) and FY14 (4.0% versus 5.7%). Operating expenses would
increase at a faster pace versus an increase in revenue in FY15 (7.0% versus 5.2%). This accounts for
accelerating margins in FY13 and FY14 and decelerating margins in FY15.
Please refer to the Zacks Research Digest spreadsheet on FDX for more details on margin estimates.
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Earnings per Share [Note: Only highlighted material has been changed]

According to the Zacks Digest model and the company press release, EPS decreased 11.5% year over
year to $1.39 in 2Q13. The company continues to impacted by margin pressure at FedEx Express due
to demand shift less profitable deferred services. Further, a lull in the air freight demand has also
negatively impacted the bottom line.

Provided below is a summary of EPS as compiled by Zacks Digest:
EPS

2Q12A

FY12A

1Q13A

2Q13A

Zacks Consensus

3Q13E

FY13E

FY14E

$1.39

$6.36

$7.83

FY15E

Digest High

$1.57

$6.59

$1.46

$1.39

$1.42

$6.50

$8.40

$9.49

Digest Low

$1.57

$6.57

$1.45

$1.39

$1.32

$6.20

$7.20

$8.80

Digest Average

$1.57

$6.58

$1.45

$1.39

$1.38

$6.34

$7.79

$9.22

Y/Y Growth

35.3%

33.5%

-0.7%

-11.5%

-11.2%

-3.7%

23.0%

18.2%

Q/Q Growth

7.5%

28.6%

-27.2%

-4.2%

-0.9%

Outlook
Highlights from the above EPS chart are as follows:
3Q13 EPS estimates (11 firms) range from $1.32 to $1.42; the average is $1.38
FY13 EPS estimates (13 firms) range from $6.20 to $6.50; the average is $6.34
FY14 EPS estimates (13 firms) range from $7.20 to $8.40; the average is $7.79
FY15 EPS estimates (7 firms) range from $8.80 to $9.49; the average is $9.22
For 3Q12, FedEx has projected EPS in the range of $1.25 to $1.45. For FY13, the company reiterated
its EPS projection in the range of $6.20 to $6.60.
The firms expect earnings projection to remain promising given solid pricing in the U.S domestic
market, profitable restructuring of Freight business, capacity adjustments in international markets and
improving Express profitability.
The Zacks Digest model projects pro forma net income to increase with a three-year CAGR (20122015) of 11.7%. Diluted shares outstanding are expected to decrease with a CAGR (2012-2015) of
(0.2%).
Please refer to the Zacks Research Digest spreadsheet on FDX for more extensive EPS figures.
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DISCLOSURE
This material is being provided for informational purposes only and nothing herein constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice, or a
recommendation to buy, sell or hold a security. No recommendation or advice is being given as to whether any investment or strategy is
suitable for a particular investor. It should not be assumed that any investments in securities, companies, sectors or markets identified and
described were or will be profitable. All information is current as of the date of herein and is subject to change without notice. Any views or
opinions expressed may not reflect those of the firm as a whole.
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